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We dedicate this issue of the Higher Education Exchange to
Dan Yankelovich, who just passed away. His writing about
public judgment has been critical to Kettering’s understanding
of deliberation. His seminal book Coming to Public Judgment:
Making Democracy Work in a Complex World is required reading
for thoughtful scholars of democracy.
He was not only an emeritus board member of the Kettering
Foundation; he was also a great friend. We will all miss him.
David Mathews
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SHAPING OUR FUTURE

The Public Purpose of Higher Education
Harry C. Boyte
When higher education institutions attempt to “engage” the community, that can mean a number
things, depending on how the institution views its civic role. Most often, colleges and universities
see themselves in an informational capacity, distributing expert knowledge to the community to
solve problems that are conceived as technical in nature. Deliberation represents a fundamentally
different approach to engagement and a different understanding of the civic role of the institution.
In this essay, Harry C. Boyte reflects on a national initiative of campuses that used deliberation to
engage their communities in a national dialogue about goals and purposes of higher education.

Some years ago, our Center for Democracy and Citizenship undertook a

project with the Department of Epidemiology at the University of Minnesota.
I recounted this project in an essay for Agent of Democracy: Higher Education
and the HEX Journey. The project focused on alcohol use among teens in eight
small towns in Minnesota and Wisconsin. The epidemiologists asked us to work
with them using a “community organizing” approach. Yet their view was a far cry
from what we understood the concept to mean. They believed that communities
should adopt strict “carding” legislation
Such technocratic
(punishment of bar owners who failed
to query the age of drinkers), which
politics—domination
research showed had some effect in
by experts removed from
lowering underage alcohol use. In other
a common civic life—
words, they had a predetermined goal.
has spread throughout
The scientists also believed themselves
contemporary society
to be undertaking “civic engagement”
through the application of expert
like a silent disease.
knowledge. This is the dominant view
of the public mission of higher education. Or, as a university advertisement in
the Denver airport put it more cryptically, “community problems, university
solutions.”
In these terms, as Ronald Beiner said in Political Judgement, “the monopoly
of political intelligence is handed over to the experts, administrators, and
political technicians who coordinate the rules of administration and decision
making that accord with the reigning canons of method, rational procedure,
and expertise.” Such technocratic politics—domination by experts removed
from a common civic life—has spread throughout contemporary society like a
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silent disease. It is a politics presenting itself as an objective set of scientifically
derived truths that turn groups of people into abstract categories. It decontextualizes “problems” from the life of communities. It erodes the experience of
equal respect. All these features can be seen in modern political campaigns in
which candidates market their platforms to voters conceived as customers.
In the project aimed at underage drinking, our center argued for three years
with the epidemiologists. In our view, assuming “experts have the answers” robs
communities of their own agency, and
also ignores their moral, cultural, and local
We call this a different
wisdom. In one community, Tomah, the
kind of politics—
limits of the expert-knows-best approach
citizen politics based
became clear as community deliberation
on deliberation,
among a highly diverse group led to the
realization that carding didn’t address the
public work.
nub of the local epidemic of underage
drinking. The problem-under-the-problem was the annual “beer bash” that
created wide norms for casual drinking. The community did public work to
change the festival. The problem of teen alcohol use significantly lessened.
We call this a different kind of politics—citizen politics based on deliberation,
public work, and communities self-organizing to generate and implement their
own solutions, drawing on expert knowledge but not determined by it.

Deliberation in Higher Education
The National Issues Forums Institute (NIFI), the Kettering Foundation,
and the Center for Democracy and Citizenship developed two deliberations
on the crisis of legitimacy facing higher education. The deliberations added to
understanding of what Kettering Foundation calls problems of democracy,
which contrast with discrete problems in democracy. Problems of democracy
are problems-behind-the-problems, such as polarization, citizen distrust of
public institutions, falling levels of citizen participation, and expert-knowsbest politics. The deliberations also helped to illuminate another dimension
of technocracy, expert-knows-best approaches: the philosophy that justifies
detachment of experts is what historian Samuel Hays has called “the Gospel
of Efficiency.” The gospel produces constant pressure to achieve goals taken as
a given and rarely interrogated. In higher education, these include preparation
for individual careers in jobs narrowly defined, as well as cost savings, more
efficient delivery of information through distance learning, and competitive
rankings.
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“Shaping Our Future: How Should Higher Education Help Us Create
the Society We Want?” was launched in September 2012. Involving NIFI,
Kettering Foundation, and Center for Democracy and Citizenship, the national
conversation grew from an initiative to emphasize the public purposes of higher
education called the American Commonwealth Partnership, undertaken with
the White House Office of Public Engagement, the Department of Education,
Imagining America, the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, and the Democracy Challenge, a coalition of community colleges.
Over the next two years, participants in well over 115 “Shaping Our
Future” discussions across the country considered possible purposes of higher
education, such as preparing a skilled workforce, providing educational opportunities to poor and minority citizens, strengthening values like responsibility,
integrity, and respect for others, and developing skills of citizenship. “Shaping
Our Future” involved nearly 2,000 students, parents, professors, employers,
and others. It surfaced worries that the “mind-opening” functions of education
are eroding. One woman in Kansas, quoted in the report Divided We Fail,
expressed the view that higher education should get students out of their
bubbles. “If you have a higher education . . . you’ve been exposed to different
cultures, different lifestyles, different religions, different belief systems. You
have a heart and mind that are opened.” Discussions showed a gap between
policymakers and lay citizens.
Again and again I was taken with how surprised people were at the
question of purpose itself. Dave Senjem, Republican minority leader of the
Minnesota Senate, told me, “‘What’s the purpose of higher education?’ is a
profound question that we’ve never discussed in all my years in the legislature.”
This surprise at posing the question of purpose brought home how
little serious discussion there is about public purposes in education or elsewhere. It reminded me of the opening chapter in Betty Friedan’s 1964 book,
The Feminine Mystique, which helped to launch the modern women’s movement.
Friedan described loss of memory about even how to name problems. “It was
a strange stirring, a sense of dissatisfaction,” wrote Friedan. “The problem lay
buried, unspoken for many years. There was no word of this yearning in the
missions of words written about women, for women, in all the columns, books,
and articles by experts telling women their role.”
In the forums, people were also often surprised by option two, which
proposed that higher education should help people “work together and repair
an ailing society.” Many agreed with the statement from the issue guide Shaping
Our Future, used in the forums: “We’ve become a divided nation and a ‘me first’
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society. Many people worry that crucial values like responsibility, integrity, and
respect for others are failing. Too many Americans who work hard and play
by the rules are slipping out of the middle class, and too many poor youngsters
never get a fair chance at a good future in the first place.” But as in Divided
We Fail, the Public Agenda report on the results of the forums, the discussions
also showed that people knew of few examples of higher education contributing to civic repair. Many also “worried that their vision of higher education is
in jeopardy from changes sweeping through the country’s economy, government,
and colleges and universities themselves.”
The next deliberation was on “The Changing World of Work: What Should
We Ask of Higher Education?” To develop the accompanying issue guide, a
design team from six Twin Cities schools—Augsburg College, Century College,
Hamline University, Metropolitan State University, Minneapolis Community
and Technical College, and St. Paul College—worked with the Kettering
Foundation and the National Issues Forums Institute. We gathered opinions
from nearly 1,000 people in communities, institutions, and on campuses, hearing views about how colleges and universities might better collaborate with
their local communities to address the challenges of today’s work environment.
We often heard people’s sense of powerlessness. Arjun Appadurai’s cultural
theory says that people develop “capacity to aspire” only as they experience
agency. Even stories that showed people that making change in work is possible
had a significant impact on students’ sense of possibility.
Both deliberations surfaced important themes. Their main weakness, in
my view, was that they had few examples of what lay citizens might do to create
the higher education we need. People were mainly in the role of an audience
whose judgments are about the right course of action for others to take, not
judgment about how they themselves might help implement solutions.
An exception underlines the point. When Katherine Persson, president
of the Kingwood campus of Lone Star College, asked John Theis, director of
Lone Star’s Center for Civic Engagement, to hold a deliberation among the
administrators at Kingwood, he saw a striking increase in intensity. “They were
highly energized,” Theis told me, “because they could see possibilities for
themselves, as administrators, to take action.”
The impact of deliberations that are connected to public work—in which
everyday citizens see themselves as part of the solution—emerged from several
deliberations at Lone Star College (partnering with the University of Houston).
Four discussions, two on higher education, one on energy, and one on guns on
campuses, involved 195 students who were highly diverse in terms of age, race,
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and cultural backgrounds, and many of whom had had public work experiences
in efforts like the youth civic education initiative called Public Achievement.
Afterwards, questions designed to explore the impact of the deliberations—not
only on students’ views, but also on the ways they thought about their own
agency—showed significant change, suggesting that deliberation on large
questions may help students to name the significance of public work in stronger ways. Students expressed increased
hopefulness, changing views of politics,
As one student put it,
more confidence in the capacity of oth“forums like this present
ers to take action, and more feelings of
a healthier model of
agency in themselves. More than 71
political exchange
percent indicated that their understanding of the importance of listening
than what we see on
to others’ views and beliefs, rather
television or in our
than simply changing other people’s
current Congress.”
views, increased. “In terms of building
students’ own political efficacy to be
an active part of their democracy, the forums seemed to have a huge impact,”
John Theis and Windy Lawrence noted in their report on the forums. As one
student put it, “forums like this present a healthier model of political exchange
than what we see on television or in our current Congress.” “I’ve never been
fully exposed to politics before,” said another. “It was a brand new experience
for me.”

Reconsidering the Gospel of Efficiency
In April of 2017, when I visited Lone Star College, I heard from faculty
about constant pressures to meet outcome measures set by efficiency experts.
The receptionist in the student union worried about losing her job to a robot.
When I traveled across Texas to San Antonio, I thought of little towns along the
way hollowed out by the closing of more than 1,000 schools as part of school
consolidation, justified by principles of efficiency like cost-cutting and economies of scale. Reflecting a loss of a sense of schools as community centers and
sources of civic pride, PTA membership in Texas has fallen by 200,000 members
over the last 15 years, while student enrollment increased by more than one
million. Such school consolidation turns out to be built on false promises.
In the last fifty years, tens of thousands of schools have been closed as part
of school consolidation. Research on the effects shows the damage: “In terms
of its influence on teaching and learning, contemporary school consolidation
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efforts often fail to deliver the promised enhancement of academic offerings,”
write Craig Howley, Jerry Johnson, and Jennifer Petrie in an overview of the
evidence. “Even when consolidation does produce a wider menu of educational
experiences for students, evidence suggests that large school and district size
negatively affects desirable academic outcomes. . . . A sizable body of research
investigating school size has consistently found larger size (after moving beyond
the smallest schools) to be associated with reduced rates of student participation in co-curricular and extracurricular activities, more dangerous school
environments, lower graduation rates,
lower achievement levels for impoverScientific management
ished students, and larger achievement
speeds us toward what
gaps related to poverty, race, and gender.”
David Mathews calls a
Finally, the impact on communities as a
“citizen-less democracy.” whole can be devastating. “The influence
of school and district consolidations on
the vitality and well-being of communities may be the most dramatic result, if
the one least often discussed by politicians or education leaders,” they write. “Put
simply, the loss of a school erodes a community’s social and economic base—
its sense of community, identity and democracy—and the loss permanently
diminishes the community itself, sometimes to the verge of abandonment.”
In 1902, Jane Addams warned about this danger of technocratic politics
designed and implemented by outside experts. “We are all involved in this
political corruption,” she countered. “None of us can stand aside; our feet are
mired in the same soil, and our lungs breathe the same air.” She saw the corrupt
ward boss, whom she battled constantly, as more democratic than such wellintentioned experts.
The efficiency principle, using techniques derived from science and
technology to make every process faster and cheaper, is the justifying guiding
philosophy of expert interventions. Americans in higher education, as elsewhere,
are caught in a rat race to get there faster and faster, with scant discussion of
whether “there” is where we really want to go.
Application of the efficiency gospel also produces widespread feelings of
powerlessness. Scientific management speeds us toward what David Mathews
calls a “citizen-less democracy,” in which algorithms, smart machines, and
manipulated opinions and emotions take the place of citizens’ efforts.
To overcome the dominance of the efficiency gospel, we need to vastly
complicate “one best way” logic. The concept of the citizen as deliberator
and co-creator, not simply voter, consumer, or victim, accomplishes this
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complexification. There are also rich traditions to draw on. As Andrew Jewett
describes in an essay in Journal of the History of the Behavioral Sciences, in the
1930s a movement of “scientific democrats” gained substantial footholds in
the USDA and other federal agencies. USDA scientists, in partnership with
land-grant colleges and educational, business, and civic groups, organized
“Philosophy Schools” for 35,000 extension agents and others, aimed at helping
professionals understand their work in larger democratic ways. As Jewett
describes, “Many . . . understood the term ‘science’ to include the social forces
that shaped the application—and perhaps even the production—of scientific
knowledge.” In such a “dynamic concept of science,” said Charles Kellogg, a
leading soil scientist in the USDA, “the relevancy of fact is as important to
truth as fact itself.” For Kellogg, questions about “Is it so?” needed always to be
accompanied by “So what?”
In local communities, home economics agents in cooperative extension
were often “citizen professionals” whose main interest was in helping communities develop capacity for self-directed deliberative public work. They challenged
conventional yardsticks of success. To paraphrase Isabel Bevier (1860-1942), one
of the pioneers in the democratic purpose and practice of home economics,
extension work represented an idealism and cultural element missing in a
narrow focus on economic productivity—a “new measuring stick.” Previous to
this, results had been measured largely in terms of livestock or crops, rather
than the “kind of life produced.”
Higher education needs a 21st century version of Bevier’s “new measuring stick.” Rather than moving faster and faster to narrower and narrower goals,
we need to revive a politics in higher education that deliberates about what
“kind of life is produced”—and recall that citizens in communities are the ones
who will produce it.

x
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